French crosswords

Shopping
Shopping (Easy 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
1. superstore
5. bar
7. large store
8. till

Down (verticalement)
2. baker
3. fresh food department
4. cheaper
6. in stock
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Shopping (Easy 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
1. purchase
7. large store
8. expensive

Down (verticalement)
2. superstore
3. reduced
4. baker
5. supermarket
6. fresh food department
Shopping (Easy 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
7. large store
8. expensive

Down (verticalement)
1. top of the range
2. supermarket
3. baker
4. in stock
5. superstore
6. fresh food department
Shopping (Easy 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
4. top of the range
7. large store
8. expensive
9. reduced

Down (verticalement)
1. supermarket
2. clothes
3. baker
5. price
6. present
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Shopping (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
5. department
9. shopping centre
10. how much is it
12. in the sale

Down (verticalement)
1. cheap
2. shopping precinct
3. special offer
4. clothes
6. top of the range
7. a trolley
8. bar
11. purchase
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Shopping (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
6. fresh food department
7. shopping centre
8. large store
9. how much is it
11. top of the range
12. baker
13. a plastic bag

Down (verticalement)
1. item
2. department
3. in the sale
4. chemist
5. special offer
10. low-priced
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Shopping (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
6. superstore
10. how much is it
11. trolley
12. in stock

Down (verticalement)
1. special offer
2. large store
3. expensive
4. shopping centre
5. chemist
7. baker
8. top of the range
9. reduced
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Shopping (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
3. in the sale
6. item
7. price
9. till
10. how much is it
11. cheap
12. department
13. a plastic bag

Down (verticalement)
1. superstore
2. shopping centre
4. special offer
5. large store
8. reduced
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Shopping (Difficult 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
3. a plastic bag
4. bar
6. basket
7. department
10. item
13. shopping precinct
14. large store
16. shop
17. expensive
18. top of the range

Down (verticalement)
1. baker
2. how much is it
5. shopping centre
8. reduced
9. in stock
11. special offer
12. cheap
15. music shop
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Shopping (Difficult 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)

2. baker
6. present
7. top of the range
9. special offer
10. shop
12. superstore
13. shopping precinct
18. shopping centre

Down (verticalement)

1. trolley
3. large store
4. expensive
5. how much is it
8. reduced
11. cheaper
14. in the sale
15. grocery store
16. cheap
17. price
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Shopping (Difficult 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

**Across (horizontalement)**
3. superstore
6. cheap
10. department
11. price
12. till
13. how much is it
15. basket
18. baker
19. shopping centre

**Down (verticalement)**
1. reduced
2. in the sale
4. a trolley
5. large store
7. top of the range
8. special offer
9. shopping precinct
14. trolley
17. item
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Shopping (Difficult 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of shopping and names of stores.

Across (horizontalement)
1. top of the range  
4. fresh food department  
9. department  
10. in the sale  
13. price  
14. how much is it  
15. present  
16. superstore

Down (verticalement)
2. large store  
3. low prices  
5. supermarket  
6. shopping precinct  
7. shopping centre

17. item  
18. cheap  
19. baker  
8. trolley  
11. special offer  
12. cheap
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